
PERFORMANCE
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STUDENT CREATIONS
An opportunity to gain performance experience, without the pressure of a large audience or having 
to meet any specific “criteria”. 
Student Creations is a performance space for PERFORMERS ONLY! If you have a minimum of 30 
seconds of choreography to perform you can attend. It is the perfect opportunity to step out of your 
comfort zone, be it your first ever performance, or a style you are not used to.
You can perform whatever you like: Freestyle, doubles, groups or solo. On or off the pole. Spinning 
or Static. You select your pole and configuration. 
Open to APF members only and sign up is available via our Member’s Only Facebook Group. 

Event Cost: Free

KISS IT
Get the taste of a competition in the safety of the studio! This event is set up EXACTLY how an 
external competition would run. Video entries are required, and, on the night, you will be judged 
against the criteria relevant to your category. Best of all, THERE WILL BE SASHES for the winners!
Divisions available for entry: Beginner, Intermediate A, Intermediate B, Advanced, Showgirl A, 
Showgirl B and Performers. 
Competitors are required to use our “competition poles”, with one on static and the other on spin, 
or both poles spinning for doubles/groups. 
The set up resembles a real competition. There is stage sound and lighting, a professional 
photographer and videographer. This event is also livestreamed.

Event Costs: Competition preparation costs, photography costs and cost for viewers to attend or 
watch via livestream.

SHOWNIGHT
Shownight is held annually and is an opportunity for you to show your family and friends what you 
have been working hard on in the studio. Every series has the opportunity to perform Choreo they 
have been working on in class, PLUS speciality workshops opportunities. 
This event is always inspiring, as you see performances all the way from Beginner 1 to Advanced 2! 
There is stage lighting, sound, a professional photographer and videographer. For those who can’t
attend in studio, there will be a livestream, so you don’t miss any of the action. 

Event Cost: Everyone who attends must purchase a ticket, which includes snacks, water and soft 
drink, video of performances and photography from the night. 
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OPEN DAY
Open Day is an opportunity to showcase the studio to the public! We offer FREE classes and up to 6 
opportunities to perform on the day. The purpose is to showcase what our students learn in class 
and what is possible if you start pole dancing. Performances can be series class choreos, your own 
creation or even a small group creation. 

Event Cost: Free

STUDENT SHOWCASE
The ultimate opportunity to create your own performance, without the pressure of competing AND 
with limited restrictions. You have the opportunity to use up to 4 poles, with a configuration of your 
choice. We find many student use this as an opportunity to prepare for competitions or even just to 
perform, without the pressure of judging. The application process will require you to share your 
concept for the night in detail. 
The set up resembles Kiss It. There is stage sound and lighting, a professional photographer and 
videographer. This event will be live-streamed. 

Event Costs: Performance preparation costs, photography costs and cost for viewers to attend or 
view via livestream.


